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Our findings illustrate that Yamaha successfully positioned the CS-80 as both an acoustic emulator and a new instrument. The CS-80 was used by many musicians,
including jazz, classical, and rock musicians. It is interesting that many musicians expressed affinity for the CS-80. Kyle Gann, former keyboardist for the rock band Jethro
Tull, said that it [the CS-80] was a machine that got a lot of things really good sounding. It was a hell of a machine to play on. I wouldn’t want to play it any other way. (
Sound on Sound 1978, p. 26 ). Peter Gabriel, the English progressive rock musician, also used the CS-80 in the studio. One of his favorite CS-80 sounds was the chorus,
which created a lush orchestral effect. This sound was also very similar to the chorus that the Oberheim OB-Xa used to produce. He said that having the CS-80 create
this chorus made him think that it could be used in the context of a big band, although he did not claim to be a big band musician ( Moog Archives 2005). In marketing
terms, meaning-focusing is a strategy that is consistent, such that its meaning represents a consistent marker for all audiences. It is therefore dependent on audiences
having already acquired some familiarity with the target audience. With acoustic synth companies, meaning-focusing typically begins once a firm gets into the industry
and targets audiences with which it can develop familiarity. By contrast, this was much later with Yamaha, who was emerging from the vinyl era, into what we call the

golden era of the synthesizer. In this new era, synthesizers were increasingly seen as fully capable instruments, often replacing the acoustic piano, for example.
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The tag cloud is again very similar to last years one, with the big tags (field-recording, ambient, synth, music, loop, effect, ) remaining unchanged. However the
interesting thing is to look into the the tags that come after those big ones. Last year I found a big number of sounds being uploaded as part of some assignment in an

educational programme in The Czech Republic. This year however, the unusually big tags are yamaha-cs80 and cs80 (and some others related to this). This sonic frame
of reference was not without limitations, however. While the instrument did produce very realistic sounding acoustic emulations, they were never considered to be as

good as a live acoustic instrument. This was precisely what caught the attention of the most negative of reviewers, who criticized its lack of affordability, bulky size, high
volume output and poor ergonomics (1983). Yamaha responded to this negative review, claiming that its sound production technology was the most sophisticated of any
manufacturer and that its synthesizers produced the most realistic sounds than any acoustic instrument (1983). For a leader in acoustic instrument emulations, this was

an awkward statement to make and one that was not well received by the trade press (1983). The legacy of the word synthesizer as an acoustic instrument was also
associated with the analog position. Moogs need to have a word for a competitor because their word is not valid. Firms like Yamaha and Korg came to speak of the

synthesis of the time as a synth. Synthesis is now something else. A synth (or syntesizer) is an electronic device for the synthesis of musical sound, not what it used to
be. But here again, we see an instance where a firm can translate its perceived struggle, loss, or gain in business into a marketing opportunity. 5ec8ef588b
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